How to make kick-ass 'lights'
squishy_ichigo



BEFORE YOU START...
-SMILE Ver. 2.0 or higher
-an basic understanding of how the Graphic Editor works will help ALOT
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
First off your going to need a blank layer 2 background.  If your room is using a BG pointer, you'll first need to switch to layer 2.

-goto "edit" -> "pointers" and change the "BG_data"to 0000
-goto "tools" -> "background editor" -> "BG/Layer 2 scrolling" change the drop down menu to "layer 2 background - custom" and change the x and y-axis scrolling to 0.
-press "F1" to deactivate "layer 1" and on the tileset choose the very last tile of the CRE. (a black tile, hereafter know as the "Clear Block")
-goto "edit" -> "Special" -> "Fill Area"

Now your background is blank and ready to use.  Now we set up the FX1.

-goto "edit" -> "FX1" and change the drop down menu to "00 - None"
-move the sideways scrollbar all the way to the right and change the "A" drop down menu to "16 - layer 2 transparency"

And now your ready to edit the background for your lights!  With the transparency set, the backgrounds color will be backwards.  Black = white, white = black, etc.  So currently the black background will be "light" so now you need a bright color so you'll have a "dark".  You can use any block you want, but the best bet is to use a block that is all one color.  Luckily there is already a block in the CRE GFX that is like this. (not the transparency one that you used earlier, another one!)

-goto "tools" -> "Graphics Editor" and on the Tileset viewer (on the right), scroll down to the CRE section.  
-There is ONE tile in with the doorcap tiles that is blank that uses the last color of a palette. (hereafter know as the "Blank Block")
-in the Palette Editor (on the left), change the color of the last column (the 16 color) of one row (I suggest using row 7)
-I suggest changing the color to a dark greyish color but you can use whatever color.

Now you have to make a new block for the Tile Table.  (suggest the black block that the Chozo is holding on the Tile Table)

-still in the graphics editor, under the Tile Table Editor (in the center), scroll down till you get to the block you want to change.
-drag the "Blank Block" from the tileset on the right ontop of each of the 4 squares under Tile Table Editor. (MAP16)
-there are numbers in each corner of the MAP16 (0-7) to correspond to the palette number that is used for this tile.
-Change each number to whatever number it is that you changed the color on (If you used row 7, change it to 7)

Now click "SAVE TO ROM" and your done with Tile Editing!  Now you can use this "Blank Block" in your background for "dark" portions and the "Clear Block" for "light"!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
And thats all you need to know!  If you have ANY questions contact me via a private message on forum.metroid2002.com or ask in the SMILE RELEASE / HELP THREAD.

